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A+B Edu Tours and Angie Lau
Travel Pte Ltd

Director
Inbound

nanak@abedutours.com.sg

9661 8504

A Travel Agency for 15 years, we primarily provide tours with educational value to Singaporeans and
visitors of all ages. Tour itineraries are area or theme specific, covering many different parts of Singapore,
We are an educational partner of the Singapore Supreme Court for the past 10 years and since 2009, an
educational partner of NEA on Semakau Landfill. We strive to provide well-researched educational tours
and trails that are entertaining at the same time.

Asia Pacific
Michelle
International MICE Huang
& Travel Centre Pte
Ltd

Senior
Manager

info@apimtravel.com

62655906 /
98420943

Shin Toa Travel Japan Sdn Bhd started in 1997 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. With the continuous business
expansion, the company has established branches in Japan (Shin Toa Travel Co. Ltd.) and Singapore (Asia
Pacific International MICE & Travel Centre). Dedicated to "Your Dream, We Deliver", we spare no effort to
provide a one-stop quality conference and travel services to customers. With professional technology and
management team, innovative planning and service concept, we are looking for cooperation and
development opportunities with you. We focus on the integration of resources, take the advanced idea as
the planning blueprint, to win market with professionalism and build brand with credibility. We have
successfully provided overall conference and travel planning and implementation for companies with
different sizes, such as Elken, AIA, Amway, Prudential, ING, Standard Charted Bank, F & N , Honda, Toyota,
Hitachi, Huayang, BMW, Tongcheng 58, etc.

Azure Holidays Pte Liu Zhen
Ltd

Managing
Director

missliuzhen@hotmail.com

98760329

Azure Holidays was founded in 2014. In the past few years, we have been focusing on outbound tours and
striving to provide customized tour packages based on customers' interest. Our customers are mainly from
Singapore and most of the destinations are within Asia. After COVID, we are exploring to develop inbound
tours.

Boon Keng Travel
& Tours Pte Ltd

Kim Chong

Operations
Officer

sasy2bear@yahoo.com.sg

9826 8852

Our company has been in the tourism industry for 10 years. We have been organising outbound tours to
neighbouring countries to explore their rich cultural heritage. This year, we are organising local tours to
explore the gems of Singapore. Our clientele includes corporate clients, community clubs and
heartlanders. Majority of our clientele are Chinese baby boomers, Generation X heartlanders and their
families. We hope we can reconnect our clients' heritage through an engaging and interactive learning
journey to rediscover their roots through performing arts .

Culture Curious
Singapore Tours

Rachel Chen

Director

rachel@culturecurious.biz

9115 3874

Culture Curious curates Small Group and Private Tour Experiences to showcase Singapore's vibrant cultural
capital. Since 2018, we have been partnering with heritage and cultural purveyors to create tours that offer
quality hands-on engagement and exciting behind-the-scenes experiences for locals and visitors to
discover a different side of Singapore

Golden Travel
Services Pte Ltd

Chng Sian
Hee

Director

chng@gts.com.sg

9624 5524

Golden Travel Services Pte Ltd, established in 1976, our success is built on our long-term commitment to
delivering top-notch service. The founder, Lin Deng Li, and her dedicated team of thirty five staff can offer
you well in excess of 45 years of collective experience within the travel industry and extensive personal
travel knowledge. We specialize in providing custom vacations to the world’s most remarkable
destinations. Have one of our expert vacation planners create the itinerary of your dreams today. Indulge in
a luxury travel package to Asia, embark on an adventure to the Himalayas, take an alluring African safari –
just dream of your ultimate trip and we will create the ideal itinerary for you. Our vacation planners
distinctively tailor inspiring travel experiences that suit the needs and wants of individual and group
travelers.

Indie Singapore
Tours LLP

Toh Thiam
Wei

Co-Founder
and Chief
Storyteller

info@indiesingapore.com

9643 0989

Short for "Independent Singapore", we believe that Singapore is an awesome destination that can be
explored by independent travelers and even locals who have been living here all their lives. The guides at
Indie Singapore love this city that we live in. We believe that underneath the shiny surface of this modern
metropolis is the story of a nation and her diverse and resourceful people - Singaporeans who came
together to ride out many rapid changes in her very short history. Going beyond the historical dates and
figures, our guides actively encourage interactions and conversations with our guests. We found that this
breaks down barriers to create meaningful and fun experiences.

Jane’s Singapore
Tours Pte Ltd

Jane Iyer

CEO

jane@janestours.sg

8686 8207

We are a travel & tours company specialising in history, heritage & culture. Known for high quality
experiences for which we have won awards. We also run events, many in collaboration with the performing
arts.

King Jin
Corporation Pte
Ltd

Jin Jialing

Director

king_jin@kingjincorp.com

92777023

King Jin Corporation Pte Ltd (KJCORP) is a local incorporated firm since 2019, licensed by STB & NATAS.
KJCORP has a team of 20 over years experiences specialised in doing tours to Korea & Japan. The company
has a 5* review on Google under "King Travel@King Jin Corporation Pte Ltd" and frequently received good
feedback from the tour planned. And the company has always kept our Mission " Your Satisfaction is Our
Drive" & Vision "Everyone Travel Like A King" in mind in order to service our clients better.

Let's Go Tour
Singapore Pte Ltd

Kyanta
Hidayat

Tour Manager kyanta_yap@letsgotoursingapore. 9231 3858
com

Let's Go is an award-winning licensed Inbound Tour Agency specializing in Experiential and Educational
Tourism. Since the recipient of Best Tour Experience from Singapore Tourism Award, with the Creation of
the Fictional Character "Tan Ah Huat", Let’s Go Tour is venturing to new apex of “Tourist Guiding” by
infusing new innovations, content and guiding style. Apart from Bicycle Tours, the company scaled up to
include Cooking Tours, Boat Tours, Theatrical Tours and also Educational Tours. Consisting a team of
passionate guides with the expertise of facilitation, we hope to be able to create tours about Singapore by
Singaporeans.

Lionheartlanders
Pte Ltd

Mark Tan Xi
Yuan

Head of
Product
Development

Lion Heartlanders is a local educational tour company, that aims to inspire people to love Singapore more.
We are committed to providing engaging and educational tours for our customers. Our guides have
conducted a variety of experiences for individuals, government organisations and corporate businesses.

maxynicodemus@gmail.com

9109 0992

In view of the COVID-19 outbreak, Lion Heartlanders also began to provide Virtual Learning Journeys to
our participants. Our virtual tours have been very well received, and have been covered by Channel News
Asia as a notable pivot in the tourism industry. All virtual tours are done with a ‘live’ stream of a guide onsite, and various engagement formats are used to make it suitable for both adults as well as young
students.

Offbeat Singapore Jan Chow
LLP

Founder

jan@offbeat.sg

9147 4489

Offbeat is of ‘Experiential Exploration’ into personal spaces, translating people’s lives and stories - the sublayers of our culture, heritage and greater community. We seek collaborations, mutually-beneficial
solutions and giving back to targeted communities through engagement and activation.
Differentiating features of this company are:
• Community-based
• Community-building
• Collaborative Initiations
We believe the exploration of Singapore starts from the transformation of Singaporeans’ mindsets first;
therefore, our walks and experiences invoke personal emotions, provoke conversations, and penetrate
minds.

PJE Group Pte Ltd

ANGELA JI

Managing
Director

angela@pje.com.sg

92399923

PJE GROUP PTE LTD, established in 1996, our success is built on our long-term commitment to delivering
top-notch service and discover a world of customised travel experiences. We specialize in providing
custom vacations to the world’s most remarkable destinations. Have one of our expert vacation planners
create the itinerary of your dreams today. Our vacation planners distinctively tailor inspiring travel
experiences that suit the needs and wants of individual and group travelers.
Over the years, PJE is recognized as the pioneer educational travel in Singapore for inbound and outbound
educational travel services. We look forward to helping you make your travel dreams come true!

Rest & Relax
Holidays Pte Ltd

Anthony Lim

CEO

anthonylim@restnrelaxholidays.co 9488 0688
m

Singapore Rest & Relax Holidays Private Limited is a company that specialises in the organisation of
educational tours in China, Thailand, Vietnam, Taiwan, Indonesia and Malaysia. Our vision is to become the
foremost tour agency that promotes Singapore’s education & attractions to the rest of the world.

Siam Express Pte
Ltd

Chit Su San

Sales Manager chit@siamexpress.com.sg

8161 3682

Siam Express has been a trusted travel management agency for more than 35 years offering both inbound
& outbound tours for schools, in which we provide school leaders/teachers hassle-free arrangement by
organizing unique learning discovery trips and memorable travel experiences for their students.
We aim to stay as a competitive and creative travel agency in this increasingly evolving industry with the
Finlab holistic fintech accelerator program, we are in good position to become an efficient enterprise with
strong branding and digital capability to serve our customers’ needs in this competitive environment.

STGS Tours Pte Ltd Jean Wang

Director

jeanwang1@gmail.com

9060 6930

The Society of Tourist Guides (Singapore) was started in 2003 by a group of experienced trainer guides.
Subsequently the Society established STGS Tours Pte Ltd to provide guided tour services, in accordance
with the Singapore Tourism Board Act. We have a strong pool of guides who have been providing heritage
tours for schools, new citizens, and overseas visitors.

Travel Wander LLP Sheryl Lim

Founder

sheryl@travel-wander.com

9790 7212

We curate experiences and trips that connect travellers with the outdoors. No matter what their interest is,
cycling, hiking, running, walking, or an interest in conservation, culture or any genre associating with the
outdoors, we offer a holiday or vacation that includes their interest. Our purpose hopes to inspire as many
people to step out of their comfort zone, kick-start their own adventure in their own way and slow the pace
to experience the world. At the same time, our desire is also to provide our clients with authentic local
cultural experiences yet at the same time minimising the negative social and environmental impacts that
travel brings about. We hope to bring economic benefits to the host communities, and preserve the
cultural and natural resources of the destinations that we visit, in a sustainable and responsible way.
(https://travel-wander.com/)

Founder

jason@tribe-tours.com

9660 0687

Tribe Tours are privately guided tours curated by locals who know the city inside out. Our tours give the
traveller a glimpse of the city, its people as they are. Our signature through all our tours lie in you doing,
experiencing and interacting with locals rather than as a passive tourist. It may involve you cooking local
dishes, snapping pictures of local architecture, tasting, even ordering food like a local. Our day tours range
from 2 hour walkabouts to half day tours. Group size are kept small and intimate to facilitate interaction.

Unusual Expedition Joseph Mak
Pte Ltd

Founder

contact@unusualexpedition.com

91018626

Unusual Expedition focus on photography related tours. Combining with the expertise of our tour leaders
and customize planned shooting locations, we provide a unique experience for our customers.

Woopa Travels Pte Basirun
Ltd
Mansor

Head of Tour
Development

guides@woopa.com.sg

9336 7852

Woopa Travels is the next generation travel agency and tour operator based in Singapore. We re-invent the
travel experience and combine adventure with professional storytelling to create quality experiences for
every traveller.

Tribe Pte Ltd

Jason Loe

The Company has several travel brands, which serve varying markets and target audience. Our established
brands include: Monster Day Tours - Singapore’s leading private & walking tour operator / UBE Singapore’s leading pioneer of start-up and business innovation tours / 8xplore - a specialised brand for
themed Singapore holidays curated for the China tourist.

Xperience DMC
Private Limited

Goh Li Lian
Jane

Director

jane@xperiencedmc.com

9862 2257

Xperience DMC Private Limited is a Destination Management Company and licensed travel agency in
Singapore focusing on Incentives, Meetings, Conferences and exclusive tour experiences. We have recently
curated 8 off-the-cuff exclusive tour experiences for the SingapoRediscovers Voucher programme. Our
non-mainstream tour experiences are a combination of history, nature, culture, the unexplored side of
Singapore and collaborations with our exclusive venue partners. Our exclusive “The Art of Chinese Teochew
Opera” experience was a finalist for the Best Tour Experience in the 2019 Singapore Tourism Awards. We
were also a finalist for the Best Meetings/Incentives Organiser in the recent 2020 Singapore Tourism
Awards. Our Director Jane has been a STB licensed tourist guide for more than a decade, a finalist for Best
Customer Service (Tourist Guiding) in the 2017 Singapore Tourism Awards, and have worked with STB‘s
media and trade familiarisation groups, royalty, C-suite level clients, business schools and discerning
visitors from all over the world. Her experience and understanding of the ever changing demands of our
local and foreign visitors have led her to curate innovative and interactive tour experiences. We are
eagerly looking forward to partner and collaborate with the creative members of the performing arts
industry!

